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This newsletter is a publication of the Prosecuting Attorneys’ Council of Georgia. The “Georgia Traffic Prosecutor” encourages readers to share varying viewpoints on 
current topics of interest. The views expressed in this publication are those of the authors and not necessarily of the State of Georgia, PACOG or the Council staff. Please 
send comments, suggestions or articles to Fay McCormack at fmccormack@pacga.org.
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Fatal Crashes and Fatalities  
Involving Alcohol-Impaired Drivers

The Closing Argument
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 Driver With BAC=.08+ 8,644 66.5%

Passenger Riding w/Driver With BAC=.08+ 2,148 16.5%

Subtotal 10,792 83.0%

Occupants of Other Vehicles 1,433 11.0%

Nonoccupants 773 5.9%

Total Fatalities �2,998 �00%

important 
safety reminders
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traffic safety program staff

Fay McCormack 
Traffic Safety Coordinator 

�0�-969-�00� (Atlanta)

fmccormack@pacga.org

Drunk driving is the nation’s most frequently committed violent crime,  

killing someone every 30 minutes.  

Because drunk driving is so prevalent, about three in every ten 

Americans will be involved in an alcohol-related crash at some time 

in their lives. In 2006, an estimated 17,602 people died in alcohol-

related traffic crashes in the USA. These deaths constituted 41 percent 

of the nation’s 42,642 total traffic fatalities. 	

	 -Statistics	courtesy	NHTSA	(www.nhtsa.gov)

fact:

Prosecuting Attorneys’ Council of Georgia  
Traffic Safety Program
�0� Marietta Street, NW
Suite �00
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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The “Georgia Traffic Prosecutor”  addresses a variety of matters affecting prosecution of traffic-related cases and is available to prosecutors and 
others involved in traffic safety. Upcoming issues will provide information on a variety of matters, such as ideas for presenting a DUI/Vehicular 
Homicide case, new strategies being used by the DUI defense bar, case law alerts and other traffic-related matters. If you have suggestions or 
comments, please contact Editor Fay McCormack at PAC.


